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Synopiss:
Celebrating the joy of being back together with your best friends and a perfectly executed shot to the dingdong, the original jackass crew return for
another round of hilarious, wildly absurd, and often dangerous displays of comedy with a little help from some exciting new cast. Johnny and the
team push the envelope even further in Jackass Forever.
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The latest “Jackass” endeavor, “Jackass Forever,” is now upon us, full of oversized contraptions, precarious situations, and serious self-injury that
makes you say “ouch” aloud even if Jackass Forever commemorates 20 years since the release of the first film, Jackass: The Movie, which was a
continuation of the crew's 3 season show that aired on MTV from 2000 to 2002, featuring After nearly a year of delays, Jackass Forever, the
fourth official movie in the Jackass franchise, is finally coming to theaters. The film promises to be a touching tribute to the Jackass

That’s a question “Jackass Forever” cast member, Ehren McGhehey, experienced first-hand during the filming of the upcoming movie, which is set
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to be released in theaters on Feb. 4. The painful stunt was also a prank by Jackass lead-man Johnny Knoxville, who deceived McGhehey to think
a lightweight would show up to deliver the blow. The cast of "Jackass Forever." The movie is expected on Paramount+ in March. Paramount.
Currently, the only place to watch the fourth Jackass film is in theaters—but we have a very good idea of To say that I was mildly disappointed in
Jackass Forever is true. To say that I spent the entire movie screaming, stomping my feet, covering my face with my hands, and squealing with joy,
and
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RELATED: ‘Jackass Forever’s Steve-O, Wee Man, and Chris Pontius on Trading Stunts, Spike Jonze, and If They’re Allowed to Use a Safe
Word on Set Watch what Johnny Knoxville and Jeff Tremaine The film is expected to open below “Jackass Forever” with a $10-12 million
launch, but Lionsgate execs say a $10 million result would be a success. Become a member to read more. Continue reading Jackass Forever
reunites the majority of the show's cast--Johnny Knoxville, Steve-O, Wee Man, Chris Pontius, and the rest of the gang. The notable exception, of
course, is Bam Margera, who was
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